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Acquisition
DAT-Schaub acquires DCW

Pursuing perfection
for over 125 years
Sausage is a pretty traditional idea – meat, herbs and spices served in a
natural or artificial casing. Whether you’re a large commercial sausage factory or a small local butcher, it all starts with the quality of the
casing.
For more than a century, we’ve been processing natural casings.
Quality is at the core of our craftsmanship – and the source of our
passion for perfection. Everything we do is driven by passion, purpose,
and pride from our natural and artificial casings to our innovative ingredient blends, our borderless logistics and our nose-to- tail approach to sustainability. And the results show on your bottom line.
Read on to discover what we have to offer and how our extensive
expertise in the casing industry can bring value to your business.
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The global group
with the local touch
DAT-Schaub Group is a multinational company with local companies in 16
countries and more than 3800 dedicated employees. Encoded in our DNA,
our passion for perfection is embedded in everything we do and comes
through in every culture we touch.
Persistent round-the-clock logistics
Whatever recipes you’re developing and producing, and no matter where
you are in the world, we can always help you source the exact casings and
ingredient blends you’re looking for. Even in times of global uncertainty,
this staunch supply-chain commitment ensures your shipments arrive in
the right condition at the right time – every time.
The most extensive expertise in the casing industry
Nobody knows your customers better than you. You know their preferences and how best to cater to them. Our experienced sales professionals can
collaborate with your team to co-create new products for your market.
We’ll start with getting a nuanced understanding of your needs and work
closely together to achieve the best solution for your products.
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Great sausages
deserve great casings

All you need
to succeed
Get everything you need to produce the right quality of sausages and processed meat
products for your customers. We offer the world’s largest assortment of hog casings
for the food industry. We also process sheep casings and distribute artificial casings at
selected markets. Both our natural and artificial casings are known for their quality and
featured by some of the world’s best brands.
Hand-crafted natural casings
For many sausage makers, high-quality, uniform casings are essential. To achieve ultimate uniformity, the inherent properties of the casing need to be maintained throughout the slaughtering, cleaning, selection, and calibration processes and properties like
density, flexibility, and durability are also vital.
Nothing beats a skilled hand when it comes to controlling these processes. At
DAT-Schaub, it’s both hands and machines that clean and salt the casings, fill them
with water, select them according to size and measure their length. The casings are
salted at low temperatures and can be tubed before final packaging and shipping.

Uniformity shows
Passion for
on the buttom line
perfection

Our hands-on processing methods may seem old-fashioned, but that’s how we deliver
ultimate uniformity and how we contribute to the perfect final sausage.
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Nature´s own
- naturally
Hog casings
We process sets of hog casings from European,
North American, and Latin American slaughterhouses. We also trade hog casings from other
countries around the world. The closer we are to
the raw material, the better for our processing
flow. We produce products with short whiskers,
high transparency, and a clear, white appearance.
Our hog casings are ideal for high-quality fresh
sausage, smoked and cooked, and dry sausages.
Perfect uniformity in size and shape ensures
minimum waste in your sausage production.
Sheep casings
We buy sheep casings in New Zealand, Australia,
the Middle East, and Europe. The casings are
selected at own facilities making it possible to
supply the widest range of sheep casings for
sausage production.

With a smaller natural casing diameter and
excellent bite quality, our sheep casings are the
perfect match for fresh and cooked sausages.
The casing strength and texture allow for smooth
cooking and smoking and maximum quality.
Beef casings
We have a large import of primarily South American beef casings including beef rounds, beef
middles, and beef caps. We also produce beef
tribes at our own facilities in various slaughterhouses.
Casing cleaning lines
More than 125 years of processing natural
casings means we have unlimited know-how
when it comes to designing and constructing
machinery to process and select natural casings.
We sell and distribute these machines and tools
worldwide.
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World-class casings
since 1893

Artificial casings
inspired by nature
Artificial in
a natural way

As the world’s supply of natural casings can’t satisfy
the global appetite for delicious sausages, industrious
sausage makers know how to use high-quality artificial
casings.

Fibrous casings
Fibrous casings are tailored casings made of fibre reinforced paper and cellulose which gives your finished product a natural look. Their uniform calibre and excellent
peelability are superior, and they’re available in the best
converting format to suit your process. From cut pieces
to shirred and ready-to-use materials, we can help you to
make the most out of your cured meat product or dried
sausage production.

Cellulose casings
Cellulose casings combine high elasticity with an extremely consistent calibre. They are permeable to flavours and
smoke as intended during the smoking process but are
impermeable to other unwanted aromas. With their excellent peelability, industrial meat processing is made easier.
They are ready to stuff and ensure a faster and cleaner
production process. These casings are especially suitable
for smoked and unsmoked sausages, for dry-cured sausages and for use on high-speed peelers.

Plastic casings
Plastic casings are designed to bring cost-efficiency and
added value to the meat processing industry, and a never-ending range of applications are available. They bring
various shapes and durability to the final meat product,
and the different barrier versions and mechanical properties can increase product yields during the meat processing.

Collagen casings
Collagen casings have enjoyed great worldwide popularity for decades. Whether for fresh or cooked sausages or
snack sausages, every collagen casing is a classic. A variety
of tailor-made products ensure the best stuffing process
on all machines. Collagen casings are ready to stuff and
ensure a cleaner and faster production process and excellent organoleptic properties.
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Ingredient blends
- for at taste
of innovation
Changing tastes and lifestyles keep everyone in the meat industry
on our toes – and provide us with unique opportunities to create
interesting new flavours and textures.
At our application laboratories in France, innovation for the food
industry is constantly on the menu. If you combine our experience
in food processing and our knowledge of functional ingredients and
seasoning blends, there is hardly a texture and taste that we cannot
make.
All ingredients are delivered in bulks or in ready-to-use blends, helping you to optimise logistics and purchase. Barcodes on all ingredient s ensure full traceability throughout the production process.
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Insight inside

Nature’s own
anticoagulant

From farm
to pharma

Another invaluable product is mucosa which is derived from the
mucosal tissue of hog casings. From mucosa, we manufacture
crude heparin (in the EU and the US), the source material for pharmaceutical heparin, an injectable anticoagulant. Heparin is used to
treat and prevent blood clots caused by certain medical conditions
or procedures. It is also used before and under surgery to reduce
the risk of blood clots, helping to save lives every day.
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Nose-to-tail sustainability
– nothing goes to waste
With our global presence comes a global responsibility. By 2050, nearly 10 billion
people will need food – and that’s why at DAT-Schaub, nothing goes to waste.
We’re committed to use every natural by-product of the animal. By leaving nothing
to waste, we are doing our part to create a more sustainable future for food, which
is an important objective for DAT-Schaub and our owners. Our passion for perfection is not just about quality casings, it’s also about making the world a better,
healthier, and tastier place.

For more information on our sustainability policies and initiatives, please visit Danish
Crown’s website: danishcrown.com/en-gb/sustainability/
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Creating a sustainable
future for food

Work with a
world leader
in casings
It all started in 1893, with four men cleaning guts in a village
on the western coast of Denmark. Over the last century, we’ve
achieved remarkable global growth and remain a world leader
in sourcing, processing, warehousing, selling, and distribution
of a wide variety of casings to the food industry.
Today, our name is on billions of meters of casings per year,
covering sausages all over the world. Our global position and
borderless logistics help ensure that you get exactly what you
need when you need it. And, because we have full control of
our raw material and our supply chain, we can guarantee you
get the exact calibre and quality you need every time.
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Connect to our
global network
Comprising 21 companies in 16 countries on 4 continents, DAT-Schaub Group
has the breadth and depth to cover your global casing needs – accurately and reliably.
Find company information and product portfolio here.

Hog casings Sheep casings Beef casings

Artificial casings Crude heparin Ingredient blends
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Casing cleaning
lines

FOTO
FØLGER

DENMARK

CHINA

DAT-Schaub A/S
Vesterbrogade 4A, 2
1620 Copenhagen V, Denmark
Tel: +45 33 26 66 00
Fax: +45 33 26 66 66
E-mail: info@dat-schaub.dk
Web: dat-schaub.com/en/

Shanghai Natural Casing Co., Ltd.
5508 Nanting Hwy
Jinshan District
Shanghai 20150 5 P R, China
Tel: +86 21 37283209
Fax: + 86 21 37283207

BRAZIL

ESB do Brasil Ltda.
Rua Vereador Mario Pezzi, 1057/sala 202
Bairro Exposicäo
Caxias do Sul/RS
CEP950084-180, Brazil
Tel: +55 54 3537 2013
Tel: +55 54 9 9974 5599
Web: esbdobrasil.com
BRC Tripas – Comercio de Tripas LTDS
R Capitao Cruz 2080
Terreosala a Centro
Montenegro – RS, 95780-000, Brazil
Tel: +55 54 3537-2013
E-mail: brctripas@gmail.com

CHILE

COLOMBIA

Tricolsas S.A.S.
Calle 103, Nr.6 169
Copacabana - Antioquia, Colombia
Tel: +57 4 444 27 60
E-mail: ventas@tricolsa.co
Web: tricolsa.com

ESTONIA

Thomeko Eesti OÜ
Pärnu mnt. 533 Saku vald,
76401 Harjumaa, Estonia
Tel: +372 6 800 880
Fax:+372 6 800 875
E-mail:thomeko@thomeko.ee
Web: www.thomeko.ee

FINLAND
Insuban (Procesadora Insuban Spa)
Antillanca Norte # 391
Pudahuel
Región Metropolitana, Chile
Tel: +56 2-29458500
E-mail: insuban@insuban.cl
Web: http://www.insuban.cl/

DAT-Schaub Finland Oy
Suokallionkuja 8D
FI-01740 Vantaa, Finland
Tel: +358 207 921 200
Fax: +358 207 921 271
E-mail: thomeko@thomeko.fi
Web: www.thomeko.fi

FRANCE

POLAND

DAT-Schaub S.A.S.
13, rue des Alouettes,
94320 Thiais, France
Tel: +33 1 49 78 58 00
Fax: +33 1 49 78 58 88
E-mail: soussana@soussana.com
Web: www.soussana.com

DAT-Schaub Polska Sp. z o.o.
ul. Obornicka 85
62-002 Suchy Las, Poland
Tel: +48 61 652 2375
Fax: +48 61 652 2376
E-mail: poznan@dat-schaub.com.pl
Web: www.dat-schaub.com.pl

GERMANY

PORTUGAL

DIF Organveredlung Gerhard Küpers
GmbH & Co. KG
Füchtenfelder Strasse 26,
49835 Wietmarschen, Germany
Tel: +49 594 69133-0
Fax: +49 594 6913369
E-mail: CKW.Pharma@t-online.de
Web: www.dif-kuepers.de

DAT-Schaub Portugal Lda.
Rua do Eirado, 350
4410-429 Arcozelo V.N, Gaia, Portugal
Tel: +351 22 7537100
Fax: +351 22 7537119
E-mail: dsp@dat-schaub.pt

CKW Pharma-Extrakt GmbH & Co. KG
Enschedestrasse 12,
48529 Nordhorn, Germany
Tel:+ 49 5921 2011
Fax: +49 5921 77736
E-mail: CKW.Pharma@t-online.de
Web: www.dif-kuepers.de

NORWAY

DAT-Schaub Norge AS
Kabelgata 37
Postboks 424 Oekern, 0513 Oslo, Norway
Tel: +47 22 88 46 00
Fax: +47 22 88 46 46
E-mail: office@abcorneliussen.no
Web: www.abcorneliussen.no

SPAIN

DAT-Schaub Gallent S.L.
C/ Artesania 36 Pol Ind. ”El Cristo”
Quart de Poblet
46960 Valencia, Spanien
Tel: +34 961 525 080
E-mail: vgallent@vgallent.es
Web: www.vgallent.es
Vicente Gallent S.L.U.
C/ Artesania 36 Pol Ind. ”El Cristo”
Quart de Poblet
46960 Valencia, Spanien
Tel: +34 961 525 080
E-mail: vgallent@vgallent.es
Web: www.vgallent.es
Agrimares S.L.
Calle Gran Via Calles III, 65 3o
08028 Barcelona, Spanien
Tel: +34 93 490 83 50
Fax: +34 93 490 99 71
E-mail: info@agrimares.net
Web: www.agrimares.net/

SWEDEN

DAT-Schaub Sweden AB
Metallgatan 4
242 35 Hörby, Sweden
Tel: +46 40 5921 70
Tel for orders: +46 40 5921 72
E-mail: info@dat-schaub.se
Web: www.dat-schaub.se

UK
DAT-Schaub (UK) Ltd.
30 Nelson Street,
Leicester LE1 7BA, United Kingdom
E-mail: info@dat-schaub.com

USA

DCW Casing LLC
700 South Fulton Ave,
Mount Vernon,
NY 10550, USA
Tel: Domestic: +1 800 221 8042, International: +1 914 668 9000
Fax: +1 914 668 6900
E-mail: sales@dcwcasing.com
Web: www.wolfsoncasing.com
DAT-Schaub Inc.
1052 Greewwood Ave.
Deerfield, IL 60015
USA

Our name is on billions of
meters of casings per year,
covering sausages all
over the world.
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